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Artillery Toys - Launcher Game released for iPhone and iPod touch
Published on 08/01/13
Sydney based Cybernate today introduces Artillery Toys 1.0, its brand new game developed
for iOS devices. Artillery Toys is a launch / shooter game where you kick soccer balls,
Rubix cubs and teddy bear heads into stacks of blocks and toy soldiers. In order to win
three star ratings you must complete the levels with the lowest amount of kicks. Each toy
has different physical properties. You will have to use each toy differently to maximize
its destructive powers.
Sydney, Australia - Cybernate today is thrilled to announce the release and immediate
availability of Artillery Toys 1.0, its brand new game developed for iPhone, iPad and iPod
touch devices. Tom was visiting Suzy. And Suzy's room is full of toys. He decided to play
with them, however the game suddenly turned into battle as Tom cannot stop until he breaks
all of Suzy's Toys!
Artillery Toys is a launch / shooter game where you kick soccer balls, Rubix cubs and
teddy bear heads into stacks of blocks and toy soldiers. The main objective of the game is
to destroy all the soldiers to win. However, in order to win three star ratings you must
complete the levels with the lowest amount of kicks. Each toy has different physical
properties. You will have to use each toy differently to maximize its destructive powers.
This adds a layer of strategy to the game that rewards careful thinking.
This is a very colorful physics-based based game that requires more than skill to win, but
also strategy. The levels are challenging, but at the same time fair. Getting 3 stars
always feels like it is within reach also long as you choose the correct strategy.
Accompanying the rewarding physics simulated levels are gorgeous and colorful graphics.
The bright colors make this game perfect for kids. But the challenge makes it just as
enjoyable for adults.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS, 4, 4S, iPhone 5, iPod touch and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* 20.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Artillery Toys 1.0 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Games category.
Artillery Toys 1.0:
http://www.cybernate.com/all-portfolio-list/artillery-toys/
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/id622487787
YouTube Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WXMlHyrTP4
Screenshot:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/b2/50/fc/b250fcb0-55cb-a06da47d-9fbea0df7a4f/mzl.qwucdury.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/a9/b0/c9/a9b0c9d2-d2e4-561d-2623-eacaa4618ac3/m
zl.uovrsaci.175x175-75.jpg
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Located in Kellyville, New South Wales, Australia, Cybernate Pty. Ltd. is a startup app
developer and publisher team whose main goal is to create and publish apps that they,
themselves, will be using. Cybernate believes that creating things that you are truly
passionate about translates into a better experience for the user. Copyright (C) 2013
Cybernate Pty. Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks
and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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